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After placing teenage mixed martial arts phenom McCutcheon Daniels and his mother and sister in

the Witness Relocation Program,the FBI comes to realize they have a unique asset on their hands.

Recruited to help the FBI, McCutcheon finds himself hunting bad guys. But when he discovers that

the notorious Priests have targeted Kaitlyn-the girl he loves and was forced to leave behind-as a

way to seek revenge on the Daniels family, MD convinces the FBI to send him right into the belly of

the beast: Jenkells State Penitentiary where the mob boss of Detroit is serving time. Yet in his

universe where up is down, McCutcheon ends up disavowed by the government and left to rot in

one of America's most notorious prisons. It's there here connects with his father and discovers the

truth about his circumstances. McCutcheon, a trained urban warrior, escapes and sets out for

revenge on those who betrayed him and his family.
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As somebody who only read the description for author Alan Lawrence Sitomerâ€™s Noble Warrior, I

was pretty intrigued. The premise sounded like Prison Break with a teenager and a lot more mixed

martial arts. As somebody who has been practicing MMA for almost six years, I was hyped up to get

reading a novel about a badass teen who will kick some serious ass. What I didnâ€™t know was

that Noble Warrior was a sequel (oops) but rest assured to anyone who reads this review and is

interested in skipping Caged Warriorâ€”you can definitely read Noble Warrior as a stand-alone. In

Noble Warrior our main character McCutcheon Daniels has been placed in the Witness Security



Program alongside his once-absent mother and the light of his life, his younger sister. McCutcheon

has dedicated his entire life to supporting his younger sister and giving her everything that she

needs. Upon entering the Witness Security Program, M.D. has given up the girl he loves and the life

he had as an underground fighter. Newly recruited into the F.B.I. as a unique soldier, McCutcheon

begins tracking down the â€˜bad guysâ€™ and performing top secret missions within the

Bureau.However when he finds out that in his hometown of Detroit that the cityâ€™s reigning

criminal organizationâ€”the Priestsâ€”have McCutcheonâ€™s girl, Kaitlyn, heâ€™s made a deal:

Enter the Jentles State Prison where the Priestsâ€™ boss is being detained and take him out, and

his girl goes free. What once seemed like a simple mission is proven to be far more heinous and

secretive than M.D. could even begin to imagine. And within the prison, McCutcheon is reunited with

his father. The man who heâ€™s despised for his unfair treatment of both himself and his sister.

Now trapped within a prison that threatens to devour him, McCutcheon begins to plot his escape.
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